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Abstract
After the emergence of Semantic Web and then the emergence of Semantic Web Service, discovering the web services became specifically important. The core ontology is a semantic web and may be used to facilitate the process of the web services discovery. The aim of web service discovery is to seek and find the web services that can meet the needs of the user. The process of web service may include the combination of several web services if a service isn’t solely capable of meeting the user’s needs. In regard to the suggested methods for semantic service, only the inputs and outputs have been considered. This resulted in the service discovery distraction and consequently the desired service did not correspond with the user’s request. The algorithm presented in this research considers not only the inputs and outputs of the services but also the precondition and its impact and this is a big advantage in relation to the other service discovery algorithm. The efficiency and rate of precision of given algorithm have been evaluated by the third version of the dataset OWLS – TC and compared with three algorithms of the service discovery with a high precision. Through combination of the comparison between the concepts and their specifications as well as scoring the services and ranking them within the correspondence orders sets, the presented algorithm in this research could take a step in increasing the rate of precision for discovering the services and also by giving a new correspondence rate named substitution, it has taken a step toward improving the discovery process.
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1. Introduction

Web services have presented the process performed through the interfaces in a machine-processable format that provides the accessibility to their performances in networking environments. Location of web services are identified through specifying their relevant features which is similar to access to a website by a searching motor [1].

When web services are clarified in terms of their performance using semantic information, they may be located based on their capabilities instead of interfaces. Discovering service means specifying the location of web services by semantic grossing
of web service. This practice includes matching the description of the request capabilities with ordered services [2] [3].

The proposed algorithm is consisted of four phases. These phases are distribution of the service advertisement, request for the search, matching the service advertisement with the request, and finally, discovery and retrieval of the related services respectively.

In the service advertisement distribution phase, the ads features of the enriched service is registered in terms of the current concepts in ontology in service sources through applying OWL-S profile features. The next phase which is the most important one includes matching the input, output, precondition, and the service impact with those of the request, which is performed in the search engine. Finally, the related services detected by the matching engine will be returned to the requestor.

The results assessment criteria are the precision, recall, F1 and the average response time to the request. The proposed algorithm is compared with three other algorithms; one applies one of the traditional information retrieval methods for service discovery, the second and the third ones uses matching of the input and the output, and matching of IOPE and WorldNet module for recognizing the similarity of the concepts. The proposed algorithm surpasses the other algorithms under study regarding the precision, recall, and consequently F1. In other words, the proposed algorithm functions better than the others in services discovery. Regarding the average response time, this algorithm takes longer time comparing the other algorithms, which is due to the comparison of the precondition and the impact in addition to input and output. To present an overall assessment of the proposed algorithm, two elements of precision and pace have to be compared regarding their significance. Considering precision as more significant, this algorithm discovers more proper services. However, if pace is realized as more important, other algorithms with lower precision and higher pace could be used.

2. Describing Discovery Matter of Semantic Web Service

The technologies provided semantic web, work in a web, which is interpretable by machine. Web services work in an environment that the organizations can put some of their capabilities in hand through internet. This task has been possible through packing or accompanying the computational capabilities with web service interface and allowing other organizations to discover it (by UDDI) and interact it (by WSDL) [4] [5].

Semantic web service is the combination of two semantic web and web service technologies and activating automatic and dynamic interaction between software systems of web service technology provides the possibility of interface description within a standard manner [6] [7].

Due to the availability of many web services, finding a web service corresponding to the task needs is a big challenge. This can ensure the need for establishing a reliable and effective process of web service discovery. Nowadays, lots of research has been carried out to design methods in order to increase the rate of accuracy in discovering web services and matching the best services. The result of service discovery process is the provision of the services which brings the users satisfaction to some extent. The semantic relationship among the words used in describing the service as well as input and output parameters may cause the accuracy in web services discovery. In addition to input and output parameters, the other parameters are also found in describing the service whose application could result in improving the accuracy of web service discovery. These parameters are called pre-condition and effect. In more web service
discovery methods, five degrees of matching are considered including: Fail, Intersect, Subsume, Plugin, Exact [12] [13].

In this paper, a method is presented to web service discovery based on comparison among input and output parameters, pre-condition, request-effect and service by OWL language and an algorithm was designed for it and then a new math degree was defined to discover the services. Although it doesn’t meet the user’s need, it offers other option. This method causes increased accuracy and efficiency of web service discovery. Searching a service matched the user’s request is one of the big challenges in the field of web services [8] [9].

3. Related Works

This is due to the factors including (1) number of web services available on the internet, (2) searching based on key words and (3) searching based on syntax regardless of the meaning. Various research carried out on semantic web service discovery might be divided in different frameworks. In the following parts, some web service discovery methods are presented.

3.1 Semantic method

Most of the research made on web service discovery has aimed at increasing the accuracy of web service discovery through emphasizing semantic matching. The process of semantic matching of service is the implementation of different operations among the ordered services and requested services. If web services are modeled by ontologies, semantic matching may be done using the concepts and their relations with each other [43] [44].

[45] Has presented a matching system based on using UDDI for the sake of services description. Matching algorithm tries to match input and output parameters of the given service with its corresponding parameters in the requested service. One of the important features of the suggested algorithm, stated by paolucci et al., is that both the customer and provider apply the same ontology so that they can give the same semantic level to each profile of the services. In this method, the task of inference or reasoning has been facilitated because loading the ontologies used by requestor and provider is only required so that through this ontology, it can measure the degree of similarity among defined input and output parameters. Their matching algorithm has made a distinction among four degrees of match: Fail, Subsume, Plug-in, Exact. They only stud the relationships between parent classes and ontology father resulted in a low recall. Their solutions have been designed based on DAML-S that is able to display the function of web services. Unfortunately, some of the important information including pre-condition, effects and services classification have been removed or not considered in this method so that this led to increased false negativity and consequently, the services found by the algorithm don’t meet the user’s needs completely [14] [15] [16].

Related works specify the mapping among the concepts based on the classes and if their classes are the same, they will match them with each other while the matching relationship among the concepts may not only be limited to the inclusion relations but it may only depend on the relations among the features. But, if the features of a user request is distinct from the features of an ordered service, basic match will be considered wrong. For instance, even though, user requests CAR with the name and size characteristics, related works will describe the user need only within the class level
using CAR. Therefore, the qualities of discovered services may not match the requested features [55] [27].

The process of service semantic match is implementation of different operations between provided services and request service. Such operations draw out part of subset of description of the web service which is semantically similar or different from request service. If the web services have been modeled with ontologies, semantic match can be done by concepts and the relations between them.

3.2 Information recall _based method

Information recall-based methods emphasize the terms and their importance in texts much further. To select important terms, a large collection of statistical methodological terms such as Term-Frequency and Invert-Document frequency or a combination of two are used. Term-frequency in D text specifies the importance of term in text. This matter is identified as term-frequency. Inverse-document frequency measures the rate of abbreviations applied in a collection or corpus. This measurement is computed using the logarithm of the text sums divided by the number of texts in which the term is brought only once. Combination of two term-frequency and inverse-document frequency methods is a very suitable criteria for finding important terms in a collection of texts. These methods are not enough for discovering the best services because the existing texts on web services are very summarized and abstract and ignore structural information helping to get the operational meanings [17] [18] [19] [20].

The methods of information retrieval emphasize the words and their importance. These methods are not enough for discovering the best services because the texts in web services are very brief and abstract and ignore the structural information which help for getting meanings of operation.

3.3 Service quality _based method

Recently, quality of service (QOS) has obtained lots of importance in discovering and composing web services. In order to consider the quality of service, each web service is shown by one tuple of elements including service description, QOS features and cost. Service requestors have lots of choices available from many service collections with similar performances and different QOS. Discovery method based on the quality of service with service non-performance features such as quality of service, security policies, price information and the other contracts among the relevant web services [35] [36] [37] [38].

For considering service quality, each web service is demonstrated by a tuple that includes service description, QOS features, and the cost. Demandants of service have many choices of services with similar operations and different QOS. The method of discovery based on service quality is related to nonoperational characteristics of service such as service quality, security policies, cost information and other contracts between web services. Service quality previously was used for improving or progressing of choosing the service.

3.4 Data mining _based method

Applying data mining methods on web service discovery may increase the precision of web service discovery. Lack of existing a semantic description in web services results in low results in searching [54]. Many of the findings resulted from a search can meet part of user’s needs. On classifying semantic web services, a suitable display is used for
grouping similar web services. To calculate the similarity among web services in order to group them, Jaccard correlation coefficient has been used by [39] [54]. To group similar web services, classification techniques have been applied. The rate of similarity of services is calculated regarding the service description and OWL-S features.

Data mining-based methods are data-oriented. The challenge is that by using these methods, it is not possible to study the user’s behavior. Therefore, using these methods make one focus on studying available web services instead of studying the manner of their users.

Applying the methods of data mining in discovering web service can increase the accuracy of web service discovery. Lack of the semantic description in web services leads to a few results in searching. Many of the queries' results meet a part of user's requests. The methods based on data mining are data – driven methods. The problem is that by using these methods, user's behavior cannot be investigated. Therefore, using these methods instead of investigating the manner of using web services, leads to focus on investigating available web services.

### 3.5 Hybrid method

Hybrid method has been constructed by combining two methods based on information recall and semantic method.

An idea found in this method is that a syntactic match may be used for the relevant results if the service has no semantic match with the request. The challenge of a hybrid match is that the syntactic match can't be a suitable criterion for service selection because it suffers from the lack of meaning and also is based on information recall techniques from the texts without considering the meaning [48] [49] [50] [51].

Is made of mixing two methods based on information retrieval and semantic method. According to this method, if the service doesn’t have semantic match with request, for related results syntactic match can be used. The problem of hybrid match is that because syntactic match is suffering from lack of meaning and is based on the techniques of information retrieval of texts without considering meaning, it can't be a suitable criterion for choosing service.

### 4. Proposed Method

Web service discovery includes four phases. It is obvious that the suggested algorithm also follows this system. This algorithm is consisted of four phases or steps. These steps are distribution of service advertisement, giving request for searching, matching service advertisement with request and finally discovering and returning the related services respectively. The framework of the proposed method is demonstrated in figure 1.

In the distribution stage of service promotion, the ads features of the enriched service is registered in terms of the current concepts in ontology in service sources through applying OWL-S profile features. In the second phase, enriched request with user’s concept is delivered to the system for related service discovery. In the third phase, that is the most important phase, input, output, pre-condition and service effect matches are requested so that this phase is done on matching motor. Finally, the related services identified by matching motor are returned to the requestor.
4.1 Degree of substitute match

Matching degrees of a service with a request were four types: intersect, subsume, plug-in, exact. Another matching degree is also presented by some other papers and books. This degree of match, in fact, states lack of the request match with the service.

Fail means that the advertised service doesn’t meet any of the request needs. It seems that if a matching degree is placed instead of failed matching degree that can be more helpful for the service. This issue has helped the algorithm efficiency very much.

Accordingly, a new matching degree named substitute has been defined that discovers services. Although they don’t meet the needs of a user, they give a substitution for them. A service that this degree is attributed to is called substitution service.

One of the words which is used for describing the class is complementOf. If none of the class samples is another class sample, a class is complementOf another class. For example in the following, the class of Hotel in ontology which is described by OWL is complement of Campground.

```
<owl:Class rdf:about="#Hotel"/>
<owl:Class>
  <owl:complementOf rdf:resource="#Campground"/>
</owl:Class>
```

![Figure 2: The manner of demonstrating the class of complementary in OWL](image)

By using this characteristic, the concept which can be substituted for another concept can be recognized. It must be noticed that defining the substitution service doesn't belong to the language of OWL, rather because in proposed algorithm for describing ontology OWL has been used, substitution service is defined by its help too.

4.2 Input, output, pre-condition and effect in OWL-S

OWL-S profile shows a function providing the service. Function distribution is divided into two parts including information transfer done by the service and mode change as the outcome of performing the service. The former is called input and output and the latter, effect. Inputs, outputs, pre-conditions and effects are written by IOPE acronym. Effects are defined as a part of the result. The patterns of IOPE description
haven’t been defined in profile but they have been defined in part of OWL-S processing.

IOPEs samples are in OWL-S processing part and point to the profile of elements which related to them and it can be imagined that IOPEs of profile are subsets of those which are distributed by processing part.

Inputs and outputs: Inputs and outputs of OWL-S state the required information and whatever produced by the services. Inputs and outputs are modelled as the parameters [52] [53] [54].

Inputs and outputs and local variables have a portion of the processing they are attending as their own domain. Defined inputs and outputs in the model of service are referred respectively by hasinput and hasoutput features and there is no cardinality restriction for inputs and outputs. Local variables are referred by hasparameter characteristic. For example, for a service which belongs to BravoAir, inputs and outputs are shown in the profile as following.

```xml
<profile:hasInput rdf:resource="BravoAirProcess.owl#DepartureAirport"/>
<profile:hasInput rdf:resource="BravoAirProcess.owl#ArrivalAirport"/>
<profile:hasInput rdf:resource="BravoAirProcess.owl#OutboundDate"/>
<profile:hasInput rdf:resource="BravoAirProcess.owl#InboundDate"/>
<profile:hasInput rdf:resource="BravoAirProcess.owl#RoundTrip"/>

Figure 3: The manner of showing service inputs in OWL-s [56]
```

Inputs and outputs in processing part are defined as part of atomic processing at the place which are located.

```xml
<process:Input rdf:ID="departureAirport">
    <process:parameterType rdf:datatype="&xsd;anyURI">concepts.owl#Airport</process:parameterType>
</process:Input>
<process:Input rdf:ID="ArrivalAirport">
    <process:parameterType rdf:datatype="&xsd;anyURI">concepts.owl#Airport</process:parameterType>
</process:Input>
<process:Output rdf:ID="Flightsfound">
    <process:parameterType rdf:datatype="&xsd;anyURI">concepts.owl#flightList</process:parameterType>
</process:Output>
<process:Output rdf:ID="ReservationID">
    <process:parameterType rdf:datatype="&xsd;anyURI">concepts.owl#ReservationNumber</process:parameterType>
</process:Output>

Figure 4: The manner of demonstrating inputs and outputs in OWL-s processing part [28]
```

Pre-conditions and effects:
A service may or may not have pre- condition or pre – conditions, but if it has pre-condition until the pre-conditions are satisfied, it will not be executed correctly. Like pre-conditions, a service may or may not have an effect that will happen after its execution.

Pre-condition is the status conditions of surrounding world that need to be present for performing the service successfully.
The effects describe some conditions of the world which must be established after the service is executed. They are as part of model's result. A result has one inCondition, one ResultVar, one OutputBinding and one Effect. Incondition designates a condition for delivering the result. outBinding binds the output to the appropriate type or amount depending on the incondition. Effects describe the condition of the world after the service execution. The conditions namely, defined pre-conditions in service model, are referred of profile by hasPrecondition and of results by hasResult feature. In OWL-S, pre-conditions and effects are shown as logical formulas.

4.3 The manner of receiving IOPEs from OWL-S

Inputs and outputs refer to a concept in ontology. This matter is observed in processing part. For example, a service that is responsible for hotel reservation holds the date of passengers’ entrance as input. Input date is a type of date. Therefore, it refers to the concept of date in applied service ontology.

To display or describe pre-condition and effect, SWRL is used. Pre-condition and effect in SWRL are stated as two forms: having two atoms and one phrase, having one atom and one phrase. Each of atoms or argomans refers to a concept in ontology and each of phrases to either one concept or one data property in ontology [40] [41] [42] [43] [44].

4.4 Proposed FSM method algorithm

The algorithm suggested is called FSM as the following:

Input: A proposed S service, R request service, Ontology, weight of W1 concepts, weight of W2 concepts.

Output: A collection of arranged services based on matching degree and score.

Step 1: Extraction Input, output, pre-condition, effect of proposed service and request service.

Step 2: If the number of proposed service inputs is more than request service inputs, go to step 11 and otherwise, to step 3.

Step 3: If the number of request outputs is more than proposed service, go to step 11 and otherwise, to step 4.

Step 4: If the number of proposed service pre-conditions is more than request service, go to step 11 and otherwise, to step 5.

Step 5: If the number of request service effects is more than proposed service, go to step 11 and otherwise, to step 6.

Step 6: Calculating the degree of match, between request service and proposed service.

6.1: If all classes of input, output, pre-condition and request effect are common, the degree of proposed service match will be exact.

6.2: If all classes of proposed service concepts are included the classes of request service concept, will be plug-in.

6.3: If all classes of request service concepts are included the classes of proposed service concepts, the degree of proposed service match will be subsume.

6.4: If some classes of request service concepts are common with the proposed service or including and/or included them, the degree of proposed service match will be intersect.
6.5: If the concept class of one proposed input or output service has the relation complement of with its correspondence in request service, the degree of proposed service match will become substitute.

Step 7: If the degree of match is substitute, go to step 10 and otherwise to step 8.

Step 8: Calculating subscore for each element of input, output, pre-condition and effect.

8.1: Calculating concept-sim based on formula 1.
8.2: Calculating att-sim based on formula 2.
8.3: Calculating concept-sim based on formula 3.

Step 9: Calculating totals core of the proposed service based on formula 4.

Step 10: Adding the proposed service with matching degree and total score to the set of answer.

Step 11: End
4.5 Input, output, pre-condition, request effects and candidate service matches

With regard to the hierarchy of ontology, the relationships among the concepts are identified and ontology is formed based on these relationships. These relationships form the hierarchies on which the inferences may be applied and the relationships among the concepts found. In this algorithm, in order to inference among the concepts of ontology
Pellet semantic inference is used. The relationships among the concepts mostly average an inclusion relationship among the concepts. Based on the inclusion relationship among the concepts, a degree of match may be attributed to the service depending on what status all elements of service comparison and request (that is IOPE) have in regard to each other. This degree of match shows a relationship between request and service.

Input and output of a service are of the word type, that is, they have been formed of a word but pre-condition and effect are of the statement type, so they formed by a set of words. Therefore, comparing input, output, and manner of determining the degree of service matching as the same practice are different in pre-condition and effect. Hence, performing the match is divided in two parts: First part is input and output matching and the second part is pre-condition and effect matching.

4.5.1 Matching input and output of request with candidate service

Total conceptual classes (that is the same as concept in ontology classification) referred by request inputs/outputs are regarded as an array. Then, conceptual classes of the service inputs/outputs are extracted from the store and placed in an array. After this phase, each of the array class elements of the request input/output concepts are compared. The comparison is in such a way that concept classes are examined and classified as being similar, super-concept or sub-concept to each other.

4.5.2 Matching pre-condition and effect of request with candidate service

For matching pre-condition phrases and the effect, classes of concepts of request atoms and service must be compared with each other and request phrases and service with each other too. Therefore, for doing so one array is needed for the concepts of atoms and one array for Property Predicate propositions and Class Predicate propositions.

Atoms and propositions of phrases are separated and after finding the mentioned concept, located in the array. Then, the elements of each array is compared with its similar array. This comparison is from comparison between inputs and outputs. That is, like comparison of inputs / outputs, concepts are considered from super-concept and sub-concept view. But the difference in this comparison is that here the condition of two phrases are compared to each other not to the word. The proposed solution for this problem in this algorithm is: each phrase is composed of two or three components. So it can be said that the condition of one phrase to another depends on either the two or three components. That is, if all three components of one phrase were in the same condition than the corresponding components of the phrase, then total phrase have the same condition in comparison to another phrase. For instance, if there are two phrases which are composed of three components and all three components of the first phrase in comparison to the second phrase are super-concept of the second phrase then, the first phrase includes the second phrase.

4.6 Ranking of advertisement services

The result of the previous part is to determine the matching degree of candidate service. But, by determining the matching degree of a service, the most suitable service can’t be selected among the candidate services existed in store because if there were some services with the same matching degree, how it would be possible to specify the one closer to the request.
To rank the service, it’s necessary to attribute the score to service. The similarity of service elements is a suitable criterion for scoring the service. The reason for its suitability is that in service discovery what is important is the similarity rate between service elements and request.

The criteria including the time of service responding and more service quality are suitable for filtering the service at filtering phase. Specifying the service score based on similarity criteria of service elements is divided to two parts. One part is the similarity rate of concepts referred by the elements of the service profile and the other part is the similarity rate of the concepts features.

4.6.1 Manner of scoring the services based on similarity among concepts

Matching algorithm includes recalling of function, measuring the similarity and calculating the rate of semantic similarity of two entities. Measuring function is based on hierarchical tree showing an inclusion among all ontology concepts, including comparable concepts and a number at zero and one interval, showing similarity rate that returns them as the result. This function uses some number of value classifying tree nodes in which the concepts are placed. These values include the shortest distance among the nodes, depth of concepts node and depth of nodes common with the comparable concepts. R is considered as the root of concepts hierarchical tree. a and b are two concepts, d is the minimum distance between Lb and La concepts of the related depths to the common point between two concepts and all of them are non-negative. For example, if a is the concept of c10 tree in fig. 1 and b c5 concept, so d=3,La=3,Lb=2,ma=2 and mb=1.

In the following, some features of semantic similarity calculation and classification values are stated:

1. Semantic similarity between a and b concepts is reduced by increasing d.
2. Semantic similarity between a and b concepts is increased by increasing (La+Lb) as linear.
3. Semantic similarity of a and b concepts is reduced by increasing |La-Lb| as linear.
4. Semantic similarity of a and b concepts is reduced by increasing max (ma,mb) as linear.
5. Semantic similarity of a,b concepts is reduced by increasing |ma-mb| as linear.

If S(a,b) is used to show the function, the function should have the following features:

\[ 0 \leq S(a,b) \leq 1 \]
\[ \forall a: S(a, a) = 1 \]
\[ \forall a, b: S(a, b) = S(b, a) \]

The first feature, specifying the function range and the semantic similarity of two concepts, which are not completely related is at least zero and if two concepts are the same, maximum rate of their similarity is one or 100%. The second feature expresses the reflective property of a function that is the similarity between each concept and itself. The final feature is symmetrical.
With respect to the given features in above the function formula. In this formula, there is an adaptability parameter.

\[
\text{Concept-Sim} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \max(m_a, m_b) = 0 \\
\frac{B \times (L_a + L_b)}{\max(m_a, m_b) + d + |m_a - m_b| + |L_a - L_b|} & \text{etc}
\end{cases}
\]

If max \((m_a, m_b)\) is zero, it means that both concepts are the same, so the rate of their similarity is the maximum value, that is, zero. If max \((m_a, m_b)\) is not zero, it means that the concepts are not the same and the rate of their similarity needs to be calculated by the given formula.

**4.6.2 Manner of determining similarity rate of concepts features**

To compare the concepts, at first an array is considered for any concept in which the features of each concept are expressed. Then, these concepts are compared with each other. This comparison is of semantic type but of the word type. After comparing among the array, the concept features of request with candidate service of common features number are divided into the total number of two concepts features and consequently the score of concepts features is specified. This score is used to rank the candidate service. The score of similarity among concepts features is obtained according to formula 2.

\[
\text{att-Sim} = \frac{\text{Number of shared attributes}}{\text{Total number of attributes}}
\]

In formula 2, att-Sim is the score of attributes' similarity that is obtained from dividing similar attributes of two concepts into total number of attributes of two concepts. Scoring and ranking of advertisement services will be considered in the next part.

**4.7 Manner of calculating score of each service profile element**

In this section, the way of calculating score of each input, output, pre-condition and effects is considered. In this method, the similarity rate of concepts and also the similarity rate of concepts features are compared with each other to calculate the score of each couple of concepts which have been used. This couple including one concept of
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request and one concept of candidate service are compared with each other from the semantic relationship view in ontology hierarchy and are cloud-concept, sub-concept or the same relative to each other. It’s necessary to mention that any element of request is compared over candidate service with the whole corresponding elements and a couple having maximum score considered to calculate the service score.

The score of each input, output, pre-condition and effect element is calculated by formula 3.

\[
\text{Subscore} = w_1 \times \text{Concept}_\text{Sim} + w_2 \times \text{att}_\text{Sim} \tag{3}
\]

Where \( w_1 \) and \( w_2 \) are the weights given to the concepts similarity and the similarity of concepts features, respectively.

This weight depends on the rate of importance of each concept similarity and features similarity for the user.

This point should be considered that \( w_1 + w_2 = 1 \).

After calculating the scores of each couple, the score of service is calculated. In fact, the score of service is the average of scores of all couples that are compared with each other and their scores has been calculated. For more rigorous in discovering the service, the average has been considered. That means if among compared couples, a couple or couples were found which in comparison to others had lower score, the score of service decreases relatively.

To calculate the total score of service, total calculated scores obtained from comparing the request concepts and service, which had a similarity to each other from the view of ontology hierarchy, are summed with each other and divided by the number of couples compared with each other and their similarity is determined. The formula of calculating total score of service is as the following in which total score is total service score and sub score, \( i \) the element similarity score and \( n \) the number of similar couples.

\[
\text{Total Score} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{subscore}_i}{n} \tag{4}
\]

After calculating service score (total score), any matching degree is considered as a set and the services are ordered based on total score.

In general, the steps in the proposed method are shown in the figure 7.

**Figure 7: Steps of the proposed method (FSM Algorithm)**

At first, FSM algorithm uploads the used anthology of requestor and provider and then receives the user request. IOPE extracts the request and then evaluates the advertisement services found on the source and matches their IOPE with request.

The degree of service matching is determined by matching between IOPE of request and candidate of service. Match degree of service can be one of these degrees: Exact, Plug-In, Subsume, Intersect and Substitute. The service is scoring after determining the match degree of service.

The scoring of service is consisted of two similar criteria, criterion of meaning similarity among concepts and criterion of similarity among the features of concepts. This score is giving to each couples which are compared to each other and have
meaning similarity with each other. After calculating the score of compared couples, their average is calculated as the average of service score. Finally, each match degree is considered as a set and the services are grading according to their scores.

The performed cases in this research are as following:

- Providing the algorithm of discovering meaning service web according to input match, output, precondition, effect. In this algorithm, the request and the service have the similar structure and the precondition and the effect are defined by SWRL language.
- Providing the degree of alternative matching that the services which didn’t have any match degree of interest, subsume, plug-in, exact, are examined whether replaced for the user's request.
- Providing a method for determining the similarity among concepts and measuring the similarity among concepts through hierarchy of anthology and scoring them. The given algorithm in addition to considering the concepts, takes into account their features and compares them and also scores the similarity among concepts.
- Providing a method for calculating the whole score of service according to similarity among concepts and the features of concepts and their grading in the set of related match degree.

5. Evaluating Proposed Method

For discovering semantic web service, ESM algorithm applies OWLS-TC data set. Currently OWL-S set is the only experimental set that is publicly available and includes a significant number of semantic services. The third version of this set concludes 554 semantic web services in different fields that for comparison between provided algorithm and previous works, 100 of them are chosen for testing algorithm.

Web services considered for the dataset are considered as different domains. these domains and the number of web services which are available in dataset are shown in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The number of services</th>
<th>domains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>passenger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>commercial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The presented domains in the table are so general. The services inside each of the domains are divided into different kinds. These services are in different fields such as buying books, electronic machines, hotel reservation and buying food, drinks…

Three tables in database are needed for saving IOPE of web services. One table is used for saving total attributes of service like name, address of ontology. One table is used for saving inputs and outputs parameters and conceptual class that is referred to it in the used ontology and one table for saving pre-condition and effect parameters that this table saves the components of pre-condition and effect parameters which have been introduced in the section of proposed techniques.
20 queries have been selected among 28 queries available in OWLS-TC. The queries are chosen in the way that are related to chosen services set. Like services, queries are selected from different domains and include different subjects such as buying books, food, getting scholarship, hotel reservation and ticket. Table 2 shows the domains and the number of queries which are available in queries set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The number of query</th>
<th>domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Passenger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>commercial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.1 Evaluation criteria

To evaluate the rate of FSM algorithm precision, the criteria precision, recall and F-score have been applied. Precision is defined as the ability of providing relevant web services from the set of returned web services as the result. Recall is also defined as the ability in providing maximum number of relevant services from the relevant web services.

F-score is the precision and recall mean. Mathematical description of these concepts is as the following:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{Number of relevant web services retrieved}}{\text{Total Number Of retrieved Web Services from dataset}}
\]  

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{Number of relevant Web Services retrieved}}{\text{Total Number of relevant Web Services in the dataset}}
\]  

\[
\text{F-Score} = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}
\]

The results obtained from these criteria are from 20 queries. To evaluate, macro-average has been utilized in which average precision values of returned answer set is calculated by adaptor for the whole requests (queries) available in the test set at standard recall levels recall; (0 <= i < 1)

Interpolation for estimating precision values not observed in the answer set of some requests at desired recall level has been used. The number of recall level is from 0 to 1 (with phases, n=1) where it’s considered=10 here. Therefore, precision that is macro-average is defined as the following:

\[
\text{precision}_i = \frac{1}{|Q|} \times \sum_{q \in Q} \max \{ P_0 \mid R_0 \geq \text{Recall}_i \land (R_0, P_0) \in O_q \}
\]
Where Oq is the set of observed recall/precision values for q query. Therefore, at first initial precision and recall are calculated for each query. For initial calculation of precision and recall, different numbers of services have been used at each phase. For example, in calculating precision and recall for query number 1 at the first phase, 10 services, at the second phase 20 services and also until 10th phase that 100 services have been considered as the dataset. In this manner, the set of relevant services change at each phase depending on the services placed within the under test set.

After obtaining different precisions and recall, we will calculate precision for different level of recall. As said, recall levels are calculated as $\frac{n}{10}$ in which the considered value is 10 and $n=1,\ldots,10$. Therefore, recall levels are from 0.1 to 1.

Calculating F-score is in such a way that the resulted precisions are placed in formula 7 for each level of recall and its value is calculated.

Calculating the answer time average is also in such a way that the time of performing the algorithm is calculated for 20 queries to definite the number of service at each phase so that the number of services is 100... 10,20 at each phase. Then, the average of resulted performing time from 20 queries is calculated at each phase.

5.2 Results evaluation

To compare FSM algorithm with similar works, three other algorithms have been used. The first algorithm is input-output match and as it is obvious from its name, it discovers the service only based on comparing input and output. The second algorithm uses information recall methods based on texts study of service discovery. The third algorithm is [48] SAM+. This algorithm performs a comparison based on IOPE but it uses word net similarity module for identifying the similarity among the concepts.

Firstly, three algorithms have been compared from the view of precision/recall criteria and its results are shown in Figure 8.

![Figure 8: Precision/Recall chart](image)

As observed in Figure 8, FSM algorithm has a higher precision/recall in comparison with the other algorithms discussed. All algorithms at low recall levels have higher precision which means that the proportion of discovered relevant services by algorithm to the whole related present services in the set of relevant services is low.
But, gradually by increasing recall, it is observed that precision value is lowered and the number of discovered unrelated services is increased. This process is seen in all comparable algorithms. But, an algorithm, with higher precision in higher recalls, is more efficient and effective. FSM algorithm has the mentioned feature, that is, FSM algorithm has a higher precision at higher recall levels comparing the other comparable algorithms, indicating that FSM algorithm is more efficient and effective.

After studying precision and recall, we study F1-score. As seen in formula F1-score, its value depends on precision and recall values. The chart of Figure 9, shows F1-score for aforementioned algorithms.

In this chart, FSM algorithm has the highest F1-score value than that of the other algorithms. Evaluation in Table 3, is seen with respect to the chart of figure 9. The precision rate of proposed algorithm has been improved about 49% to IO-matching method, 16% to IR-based method and 9% to SAM+ method.

**Table 3: F1-score algorithms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>10</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>......</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IR-based</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>IO-matching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSM</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>IR-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM+</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>SAM+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO-matching</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>FSM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Proposed FSM method has a higher precision than the previous methods because the ratio of discovered relevant services to the whole discovered services is a high ratio and is based on the meaning.

Now, we study the third criteria of comparison, that is, the average response time. The chart of average response time is shown in Figure 10.
As it is observed, the algorithm of average response time is higher than the algorithm of input and output comparison and the algorithm based on traditional methods of information recall. It’s due to this matter that the above algorithms only compare input and output with each other and consequently, they get the response within a lower time. But SAM+ and FSM algorithms compare pre-condition and effect in addition to input and output comparison and this increases the responding time.

6. Statistical Analysis

The aim of statistical test that is performed on the data in this part is to prove the randomness of the data. The statistical test that is done on the data is man- whitney test.

6.1 Man- whitney test

Man- whitney test is a nonparametric test which is used for testing this hypothesis that two samples are gotten from one population or the observations in a sample are bigger than those in another sample. This test is a nonparametric test in which two statistical distributions have the same shape.

For doing this test, two samples are sorted and ranked in descending order in a set. Then, regarding to ranking and based on the formula that comes following, the amount called u is attained and this amount is compared with the table of Man- whitney test and if this amount is less than U amount or Ucritical, the hypothesis is rejected and if this amount is bigger, the hypothesis is accepted.

Formula 9 for attaining U is as following:

$$u = n_a n_b + \frac{n_an_a+1}{2} - T_A$$

$n_a$ and $n_b$ are respectively size of sample A and size of sample B and TA is the total ranks of sample A.

6.2 Results of statistical analysis

Statistical test is done on Precision data of different algorithms. The reason is that precision data are more important than other data for comparing algorithms, because it measures the accuracy of discovery algorithm. By considering the above descriptions, hypotheses 0 and 1 are as follows:
Hypothesis 0 (H0): precision of FSM algorithm is not more than precision of other compared algorithms.
Hypothesis 1 (H1): precision of FSM algorithm is more than other algorithms.
Regarding hypotheses 0 and 1, for each compared algorithm against provided algorithm Man-whitney test was done and its results are shown in table 4. (it is noticeable that comparisons has been done at α=0.05 level and na= nb = 20)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm's name</th>
<th>UA</th>
<th>Ucritical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAM+</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Based on IR</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ match</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it is shown, all the amounts of UA are smaller than U critical. Therefore, in all the cases hypothesis 0 is rejected and it means that precision of FSM algorithm is more than compared algorithms.

7. Conclusion

The efficiency and precision rate of proposed algorithm are evaluated by the third dataset OWL-S-TC and compared with three service discovery algorithms; one of these algorithms uses traditional methods of information recall for service discovery, the other one uses input and output match and the latter uses IOPE match and word net module for specifying the similarity among the concepts. The following results might be obtained from the conducted tests:
- The suggested algorithm in this paper has a higher precision than the other comparable algorithms. The results show that the lack of considering pre-condition and effect affects the algorithm efficiency and precision rate to a great extent.
- The average response time for the suggested algorithm in this paper is higher than that of the other comparable algorithms to some extent. This is because of considering pre-condition and effect as well as determining the similarity among the concepts through inference on ontology hierarchy which results in longer average response time.
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